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New Feature!
Below is a recording of our Redhawk Live Update to help our clients better understand
what we are doing with our portfolios. We hope to send these out every week moving
forward. Click the button below below to listen!

Redhawk Live!

Market Commentary

Last week U.S. stocks rallied to record closing highs (S&P 500 and Nasdaq), gaining back last year's decline in less
than six months. A more accommodative stance from central banks, rising earnings, easing recessionary fears, and
signs of decreasing trade tensions have all helped improve sentiment over the last several months. The main driver
for stocks last week was corporate earnings. With over 40% of the S&P 500 companies having reported results,
corporate profits appear to be on track for small gains in the first quarter. On the economic front, the U.S. GDP came
in stronger than expected, but growth was aided by a buildup in inventories and a surge in net exports, which are likely
to be reversed in future quarters.

Support from rising earnings – Despite some highprofile earnings disappointments, corporate profits appear to be

on track for small gains in the first quarter. As a result, the pricetoearnings ratio for S&P 500 remains near its long
term average, suggesting stocks aren't overvalued. Additionally, valuations for U.S. smallcap and midcap stocks are
more attractive, as they've recently lagged.
Strong first quarter economic growth – The U.S. economy grew at a 3.2% pace in the first quarter, accelerating
from 2.2% at the end of last year. Growth exceeded expectations due to a buildup in inventories and the surge in net
exports, which are likely to be reversed in future quarters.
Consumer spending slowed to 1.2% but should rebound, supported by solid job growth and rising wages. Economists
expect the economy to expand by 2%2.5% this year.
Overall inflation has remained low – Despite rising prices for gasoline and other often purchased items, only a few
companies reported price hikes to offset rising costs, and overall inflation has remained below the Fed's 2% target.
Consumer prices were up 1.9% over the past year, and the Fed's preferred and broader inflation measure rose just
1.3% in the first quarter. Looking forward, inflation expectations have also stayed near 2%, and even as wages rise,
inflation isn't likely to pick up by a sizeable amount this year. That's one of the reasons interest rates are still low, the
Fed remains patient and it can afford to keep shortterm interest rates unchanged. This dovish Fed policy also means

bonds are attractive and it will continue to support solid economic growth and global equity markets.

Positive outlook – The steep pullback in December is not that long ago and since then, the policy shifts, including
lower interest rates, improving trade tensions, and some signs that economic growth is stabilizing in the rest of the
world has led to the swift rebound. Going forward, there are many signs of slower economic and earnings growth but
few red flags signaling recession or the end of the bull market. Expect stocks to rise at a slower pace with a return to
normal volatility ahead.

Source: Bloomberg, 04/26/19. *5day performance ending Friday. Bonds represented by the iShares Core U.S. Aggregate Bond ETF. Past performance does not guarantee future

results.

Victoria Capital's Strategy Update

News that first quarter GDP growth came in at a surprising 3.2% vs. a consensus view of the BlueChip forecasters

of 1.5% and the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta’s NOW forecast of 2.8% gave renewed life to the likelihood of
continued economic growth this year. What happened? One of the reasons is that consumers are spending more as
could be expected given the growth in employment and real wages. But we also saw a surprise increase in exports.
Liquified natural gas exports surged and the record 2 million barrels of oil a day that we are exporting boosted the
data. We are now the world’s largest oil producer and can influence global oil markets either through president
Trump’s cajoling the sheikhs of Arabia or by just threatening to sell oil out of our strategic petroleum reserve. At last
count, the “SPR” contained a whopping 713 million barrels of oil. And the rationale for this reserve is that we might run
out of oil?
The headline growth figure was inflated by faster inventory growth and a narrower trade deficit but underlying
domestic demand was relatively soft. The latter is likely due to the tariffs that are taxes and the implementation of
these “taxes” on the consumer and some producers raised the cost of goods. Why nobody mentions the fact that the

Trump tax cuts were partially offset by the Trump tariffs explains why few, if any, economists net out their economic
impact. Without those tariffs, economic growth would have been higher and inflation lower. Second, there was the
disruption brought about by the government shutdown and the extremely cold winter in parts of the Midwest. Without
these interruptions there could have been a couple of additional percentage points tacked on to the first quarter
growth number. Remember that this number will be revised and revised again over the next few months, but the
important element is continued low inflation. The Fed’s muchwatched PCE Price Index came in at 1.7%well below
the 2% target. Don’t expect interest rate hikes anytime soon.

For investors, the good news is that corporate earnings and revenues are booming for most companies. The last time
we checked, the official count on reported earnings for the first quarter showed that 73% of companies beat earnings
estimates. So much for the supposed downturn in profitability. And here is the real kicker: In addition to the yearto
date doubledigit returns for the U.S. stock market, similar returns are being recorded around the globe for virtually all
stock markets. At last count, only Malaysia had a negative return for the year so far. History tells us that good stock
markets usually lead to economic expansions. Let’s hope you are on the train because it has left the station.
Last week we made no changes in either the Growth Equity portfolio or the Target Return portfolios.

Redhawk's Strategy Update

After wavering just below record highs over the prior two weeks, the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ finally broke through

on Tuesday to take out records set seven months earlier. However, the Dow fell slightly for the week and remained
around 1% below its record high. The market’s climb above its previous record high set last September is remarkable
in part because of the depths that stocks sank to just four months ago. Since a recent low on December 24, the S&P
500 had climbed nearly 25% through Friday’s market close. The U.S. economy grew at a faster pace in the first
quarter than most economists had expected. The government’s initial estimate released Friday pegged the annual
growth rate at 3.2%, exceeding expectations for around 2.0%. In last year’s fourth quarter, GDP expanded at a 2.2%
clip.
While quarterly profits are expected to decline modestly this earnings season, a large proportion of companies are
surpassing analysts’ expectations, providing some lift for stocks. Nearly 80% of the S&P 500 companies that had
reported firstquarter results as of April 24 had exceeded expectations. The recent crude oil rally was interrupted, as
prices tumbled over the latter half of the week. The biggest decline came Friday, after U.S. President Donald Trump
called on the OPEC consortium of oilproducing countries to reduce fuel prices. The U.S. Federal Reserve is expected
to keep current interest rates unchanged when it concludes a twoday meeting on Wednesday. The Fed is sorting
through mixed signals from the economy and while inflation has recently remained tame, firstquarter’s GDP report
indicated the economy may be regaining momentum.

Redhawk Live Update  Click Here

Redhawk Model Signals

S&P and Dynamic Portfolios: No changes.

S&P and Dynamic Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

Environmental, Social, and Governance Portfolio: Kept the Large Value subcategory (VHDYX) on the watch list
due to lagging performance. Placed the Global Real Estate subcategory (CSSPX) on the watch list due to

performance.

performance.

Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

Growth Stock Portfolio: Replaced PagSeguro Digital Ltd Class A (PAGS) with Shutterfly Inc A (SFLY).

High Dividend Stock Portfolio: Replaced Antero Midstream Corp (AM) and left the proceeds in cash. This portfolio
now has a 13% cash position waiting to be invested.

High Income Portfolios: No changes.

High Income Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

Liquid Income Portfolios: No changes.

Liquid Income Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

The views expressed represent the opinion of Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. The views are subject to change and are not intended as a
forecast or guarantee of future results. This material is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice and is not
intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated information is derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources that
have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. believes the information to be
accurate and reliable, we do not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations,
estimates, projections, and other forwardlooking statements are based on available information and the Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc.’s
view as of the time of these statements. Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions that
may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed
or implied in such statements. Investing in equity securities involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. While equities may offer
the potential for greater longterm growth than most debt securities, they generally have higher volatility. International investments may
involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or
from economic or political instability in other nations. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Economic Data for this Week
Monday:
1. Personal income and consumer spending, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Tuesday:
1. U.S. Federal Reserve Board opens twoday policy meeting.
2. S&P/CaseShiller 20City Composite Home Price Index.
3. Consumer Confidence Index, The Conference Board.
4. Pending home sales, National Association of Realtors.

Wednesday:
1. U.S. Federal Reserve Board concludes twoday policy meeting, Chairman Jerome Powell holds press

conference.
2. ADP National Employment Report, ADP.
3. Vehicle sales, U.S. Department of Commerce.
4. Institute for Supply Management’s manufacturing index.
5. Construction spending, U.S. Census Bureau.

Thursday:
1. Factory orders, U.S. Census Bureau.

Friday:
1. Jobs and unemployment, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
2. Institute for Supply Management’s nonmanufacturing index.

The algorithms, for the growth portfolios, tripped to “risk on” after the market closed on Thursday 1/31/2019. The “risk
on” algorithm tripped because the VIX settled down into a normal range. We will continue to stay with the “risk on”
direction and gather relevant data points on the market, monitor the portfolios daily, and communicate to you when we
make any changes.

Portfolio Managers

The Target Return (TR) portfolios consist of a blend of exchangetraded funds

(ETFs) to provide a range of risk and return characteristics that should meet the
needs of investors saving for retirement. Each of these portfolios is designed to
achieve a longterm target rate of return. By utilizing low cost ETFs and by keeping
portfolio turnover low, the ability to produce targeted rates of return is dramatically
increased. For investors seeking current income, the TR Income Portfolio (TRIP)
has been structured to focus on producing both high current income and growing
dividend income. The goal of the Victoria Capital Growth (VCG) portfolio is to
provide longterm growth through a diversified portfolio of individual equities. A
themebased investment strategy concentrates investments in common stocks of
companies that are expected to grow faster than the overall economy. Owning
individual stocks gives greater flexibility to make changes on a stock by stock basis
for each client. By applying a bottomup defensive tactical trading discipline,

substantial portfolio reserves can be generated.
Disclaimer: Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. and its officers, employees, affiliates, or members of their
families may have a position, long or short, and may, from time to time, execute purchase or sale
transactions in securities which may be inconsistent with the analysis given herein. The information
contained herein has been derived from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed as to
accuracy and does not purport to be a complete analysis of any security, company, industry, or index.
This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security.
It is not intended to provide investment advice tailored to your specific situation. You may lose part or all
of any funds invested in any investment discussed in our Daily Research Updates. Past performance is
no guarantee of future success. The information in this report in no way attempts to provide accounting,
legal or tax advice. You should always consult your legal, financial and tax advisors before acting on
any information contained in this newsletter. Additional information is available upon request.
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